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Pure Asym Mixed Sym Mixed
10-Round Mean Squared Deviations From the Three Types of Equilibria
Averages over all 3 Aggregate Information Sessions












Pure Asym Mixed Sym Mixed
10-Round Mean Squared Deviations From the Three Types of Equilibria
Averages over all 3 Limited  Information Sessions












Pure Asym Mixed Sym Mixed
10-Round Mean Squared Deviations From the Three Types of Equilibria
Averages over all 3 Full Information Sessions
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Pure Asym Mixed Sym Mixed
10-Round Mean Squared Deviations from the Three Types of Equilibria
Averages over 100 Runs of the Stochastic Fictitious Play Dynamic (Beta=5)












Pure Asym Mixed Sym Mixed
10-Round Mean Squared Deviations from the Three Types of Equilibria
Averages over 100 Runs of the Reinforcement Learning Dynamic
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